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“The Treaty of Nanking”
• Background of the Treaty:
On 29 August 1842 (22nd Year of the Daoguang Emperor), the Qing Government lost the
battle to Britain in the First Opium War. The Qing Government and the British representatives
signed the Treaty of Jiang-Ning in a British warship that anchored at a harbour in Nanking.
The Treaty was later known as the Treaty of Nanking.
• Summary of the Treaty:
There is a total of 13 terms in the Treaty. The key points include:
— Open the five ports in Guangzhou, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Ningbo, and Shanghai for commerce;
allow the British to do trading, commerce and send consuls to the ports;
— Make compensation to Britain for the loss of the destroyed opium, military cost of Britain,
and the debt for the merchants. The total amount of the compensation was 21 million
silver dollars. The Qing Government shall make the full repayment by instalments in 4
years. If the Government fails to do this in 4 years, it needs to pay an annual interest of 5
silver dollars for each 100 silver dollars owed.
— Cede Hong Kong Island to Britain as a place to repair commerce ships and store goods;
— The Chinese and the British shall have agreements on the import tax for the British
goods.
— Abolish the chartered foreign trade institution and allow the British merchants and the
Chinese merchants to do trading freely.
Reference Materials:
Exchange of Notes of the Treaty of Nanking, 1843.
(Reproduced from the copy kept by Public Record Office, U.K.)
http://www.grs.gov.hk/ws/english/resource/interesting_historical_documents/Interesting_
historical_documents/Interesting_historical_documents_3.html
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“The Convention of Peking”
• Background of the Convention:
On 24 October 1860 (10th year of the Xianfeng Emperor), the Qing Government lost the
battle to the British and French armies in the Second Opium War. The Qing Government not
only signed the Convention of Peking with Britain in Beijing, but also signed the Convention
of Peking with France. The then Russian Tsar claimed that he had made contribution to
mediate the war with Britain and France, so it requested the Qing Government to sign the
Convention of Peking with Russia as well.
• Summary of the Convention:
There is a total of 13 terms in the Convention. The key points include:
— Make compensation again;
— Cede the Kowloon Peninsula south of Boundary Street to Britain;
— Open again the merchant port in Tianjin;
— Allow missionaries to stay in China;
— Allow foreign merchants to recruit Chinese people to work overseas with low wages.
Reference Materials:
Treaty of Peking, 1860.
(Reproduced from the copy kept by the First Historical Archives, China.)
http://www.grs.gov.hk/ws/english/resource/interesting_historical_documents/Interesting_
historical_documents/Interesting_historical_documents_5.html
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“The Convention Respecting
an Extension of Hong Kong Territory”
• Background of the Convention:
China lost the battle in the First Sino-Japanese War that broke out in 1894. The western
nations made excuses to rent the harbours in China and divide its areas of sovereignty.
This resulted in the division of land in China. In 1898 (24th Year of the Guangxu Emperor),
Britain rented the Weihai Garrison in Shandong and made excuses to extend the boundary
of Hong Kong. On 9 June of the same year, Britain requested the Qing Government to sign
the unequal treaty again in Beijing.
• Summary of the Convention:
Britain “rented” from the Qing Government the area of Kowloon, Hong Kong, north of
Boundary Street, south of Shenzhen River, and more than 200 islands including Lantau
Island in the surrounding area. Thus, the area of Hong Kong was extended to Deep Bay and
Dapeng Bay, now known as the New Territories, for 99 years until 30 June 1997.
The Qing Government may keep its power of sovereignty on the Kowloon Walled City and
keep sending government officials there.
Reference Materials:
Terms of the Convention Respecting an Extension of Hong Kong Territory, 1898.
(Replica of the records of No. 1 Historical Archives of China.)
http://www.grs.gov.hk/ws/tc/resource/interesting_historical_documents/Interesting_historical_
documents/Interesting_historical_documents_6.html
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“The Sino-British Joint Declaration”
• Full name:
“The Joint Declaration of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the Government of the People’s Republic of China on the Question of
Hong Kong”
• Background of the Convention:
— In the early 1980s, China and Britain began to talk on the unsettled historical question of
Hong Kong.
— On 19 December 1984, the Sino-British Joint Declaration on the question of Hong Kong
was signed in Beijing by the Prime Ministers of China and Britain.
— On 27 May 1985, instruments of ratification were exchanged and the agreement entered
into force.
— On 12 June 1985, it was registered at the United Nations by the Chinese and British
Governments.
• The Sino-British Joint Declaration consists of several documents:
— The Sino-British Joint Declaration itself;
— Annex I, in which the Government of the People’s Republic of China establishes its basic
policies towards Hong Kong;
— Annex II, which sets out the terms of reference and the working arrangements for the
Sino-British Joint Liaison Group (JLG) which operated until January 1, 2000;
— Annex III, which provides for the protection of land rights and for land leases granted by
the Hong Kong Government before 1 July 1997. It also establishes the Land Commission,
which operated until June 30, 1997; and
— An exchange of memoranda associated with the Joint Declaration on the status of British
Dependent Territories Citizens.
• Summary of the Declaration:
The Government of the People’s Republic of China declared that it had decided to resume the
exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong with effect from July 1, 1997, and the Government
of the United Kingdom declared that it would restore Hong Kong to the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) with effect from July 1, 1997.
The Government of the People’s Republic of China declared that the basic policies of the
PRC towards Hong Kong were as below and shall remain unchanged for 50 years:
— Hong Kong shall be a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of
China upon the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty;
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— The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) will be directly under the
authority of the Central People’s Government and will enjoy a high degree of autonomy
except in foreign and defence affairs which are the responsibilities of the Central People’s
Government;
— The HKSAR will be vested with executive, legislative and independent judicial power
including that of final adjudication;
— The laws in force before the resumption of the exercise of sovereignty by China will
remain basically unchanged;
— The Government of the HKSAR will be composed of local inhabitants. Foreign nationals
working for the Government of Hong Kong may remain in employment;
— The social and economic system in Hong Kong before the resumption of the exercise
of sovereignty by China will remain unchanged, and so will the life-style. Rights and
freedoms, private property, ownership of enterprises, legitimate rights of inheritance and
foreign investment will be protected by law;
— The HKSAR will retain the status of a free port and a separate customs territory;
— The HKSAR will retain the status of an international financial centre and there will be
a free flow of capital. The Hong Kong dollar will continue to circulate and remain freely
convertible;
— The HKSAR will have independent finances;
— The HKSAR may establish mutually beneficial economic relations with the United Kingdom
and other countries;
— Using the name “Hong Kong, China”, the HKSAR may on its own develop economic and
cultural relations with states, regions and relevant international organisations;
— The maintenance of public order in the HKSAR will be the responsibility of the HKSAR
itself, and
these policies will remain unchanged for 50 years.
Reference Materials:
Constitutional and Mainland Affairs Bureau - The Joint Declaration and Its Implementation
http://www.cmab.gov.hk/en/issues/joint2.htm
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“Drafting Committee for the Basic Law” and
“Consultative Committee for the Basic Law”
• The National People’s Congress (NPC) established the Basic Law Drafting Committee
in 1985. The members of the Committee consisted of people from Hong Kong and the
mainland. They were responsible for the drafting of the Basic Law. This was the process
that Hong Kong residents were able to participate in the making of the Basic Law.
• A month later, the Basic Law Consultative Committee was set up. The members of the
Committee were Hong Kong residents from industry, commerce, professionals, labours,
education, academia, arts, press, social welfare and students. There were some foreign
people in the Committee, and they were nominated or elected within their circles or their
affiliated bodies.
• The first draft was published in April 1988, followed by a five-month public consultation
exercise. The second draft was published in February 1989, and the subsequent consultation
period ended in October 1989.
• The Basic Law was formally promulgated on 4 April 1990 by the NPC, together with the
designs for the flag and emblem of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR),
and officially implemented on 1 July 1997.
Reference Materials:
The Basic Law concerns us all, Let’s get Involved – Some facts about the Basic Law:
Drafting Process
http://www.basiclaw.gov.hk/en/facts/index.html#2
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